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It makes very good business sense to

avoid conflict, or when it occurs to

contain it and act to resolve it quickly.

We offer a range of services to do this.

Our services include claims

assessment, conciliation, mediation,

adjudication and arbitration.

DO YOU HAVE A PLAN TO AVOID

CONFLICT OR HEAD IT OFF

BEFORE IT ESCALATES, WORSENS,

AFFECTS YOUR BOTTOM LINE AND

CREATES UNAFFORDABLE DELAY?

agvtobin@endisputes.comagvtobin@endisputes.com

For further information

Contact:

Ms. Simone Cook

816, 938 HOWE STREET,

VANCOUVER,

BRITISH COLUMBIA,

CANADA, V6Z 1N9

Telephone: 604.331.1591

Facsimile: 604.688.8120

Email:

skcook@endisputes.com



Tobin Associates

construction dispute management &

resolution

Construction

Dispute Management &

Resolution

ARBITRATION

An expedited adversarial process. With the

consent of the parties, we use a “time

guillotine” approach to manage the

process. Each side has a predetermined

amount of time to present its case.

CONCILIATION

A non-binding process that provides

recommendations within 28 days or less

for the management of disputes.

MEDIATION

A managed and facilitated negotiation for

dispute resolution. The disputing parties

retain control over the final outcome.

ADJUDICATION

With the consent of the parties, a binding

decision is made within 28 days adopting

procedures used most successfully in the

U.K. construction industry.

ANTHONY G.V. TOBIN, B.TH (HONS), LL.B., M.AD.

ED., F.C.I.ARB has practised law and dispute

resolution for over 20 years. As an adjunct

professor he has designed and taught courses in

negotiation, mediation, arbitration and strategic

advocacy. He has conducted advanced training

for mediators, arbitrators and litigators.

He is a Fellow of the Chartered Institute of

Arbitrators of London, a liveryman in the

Worshipful Company of Arbitrators ( a London

Livery company) and a member of the U.K.

Society of Construction

Arbitrators.

He has hands-on practical

experience, as a former city

commissioner, in the

management of

construction and municipal

projects in tendering,

contract , planning approval

and environmental issues.

His experience with

construction dispute resolution issues covers a

broad range of conflicts involving a variety of

construction projects in British Columbia, the

United Kingdom and Europe.

CONSTRUCTING

CONSENSUS

Balanced decision-making

A fair prospect for dispute settlement

Building bridges to

create effective

understanding of the

disputes and a safe

and efficient way

across the conflicts


